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Abstract Despite the recognized value of machine learn-
ing (ML) techniques and high expectation of applying ML
techniques within various applications, significant barriers
to widespread adoption and local implementation of ML
approaches still exist in the areas of trust (of ML results),
comprehension (of ML processes) and related workload, as
well as confidence (in decision making based onML results)
by users. This paper argues that the revealing of human cog-
nition states with a multimodal interface during ML-based
data analytics-driven decision making could provide a rich
view for bothML researchers and domain experts to learn the
effectiveness of ML technologies in applications. On the one
hand, human cognition states could help understand to what
degree users accept innovative technologies. On the other
hand, through understanding human cognition states during
data analytics-driven decision making, ML-based decision
attributes and even ML models can be adaptively refined
in order to make ML transparent. The paper also identifies
examples of impact challenges and obstacles, as well as high-
demand research directions in making ML transparent.
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1 Introduction

With the rapid advancement of technologies in hardware and
software, the boundary between human and technology is
blurring. On the one hand, human is seamlessly involved in
various interactions with technologies. On the other hand,
technologies get different inputs from human and provide
personalized feedback to human for various purposes such as
decisionmaking. Human factors are becoming indispensable
components in technologies. Taking the recent booming data
science as an example, with the rapid increase of data from
different fields such as biology, finance, medicine, infrastruc-
ture, and society, users are looking to integrate their “Big
Data” and advanced analytics into business operations in
order to becomemore analytics-driven in their decisionmak-
ing. Much ofMachine Learning (ML) research is inspired by
such expectations. VariousML algorithms offer a large num-
ber of useful ways to approach those problems that otherwise
require cumbersome manual solution.

Despite the recognized value of ML techniques and high
expectation of applyingML techniques within various appli-
cations, users often find it difficult to effectively apply ML
techniques in practice because of complicated interfaces
between ML algorithms and users. To this end, most of pre-
vious work focuses on the use of visualization to depict ML
process or represent ML results. Various visualization tech-
niques can help users understand and/or interact with ML
models effectively in some degree. However, they cannot
provide cues on users’ cognition states such as how confident
users are in ML models or decisions based on ML results.
Significant barriers to widespread adoption and implemen-
tation of ML approaches still exist in the areas of trust (of
ML results), comprehension (of ML processes) and related
workload, as well as confidence (in recommended courses
of action or decision making) by users. As a result, the User
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Experience involved in real-world ML applications has been
more recently identified as an area requiring research and
development [1–3].

Furthermore, in most cases, to drive or improve decision
making is the ultimate goal of real world ML applications
[4]. Decision making has become an important topic in vari-
ous areas of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) research in
recent years. And nonverbal information such as neurophys-
iological information is increasingly parsed and interpreted
by computers to interactively construct and refine models
of human’s cognitive and affective states in HCI [5]. Such
user’s models can then be used in an adaptive fashion to
enhance HCIs and make interfaces appear intelligent [6].
Therefore, the use of neurophysiological measurements to
human cognition in decision making promises to provide a
rich and enduring approach in building intelligent HCI sys-
tems, which adapt to users’ behaviour and their decision
making performance. Besides neurophysiological informa-
tion, research found that human behaviour can also reflect
human’s mental state, such as cognitive workload and trust
[7]. Imagine a computer interface that could predict and diag-
nose whether a decision made by a user corresponded to a
high trust level andwith a high confidence, by simply collect-
ing a variety of neurophysiological information from the user.
Further imagine that the interface could adaptively vary deci-
sion attributes during decision tasks to improve the decision
quality, and thus resulting in the improvements of acceptance
of ML models due to using these diagnoses. As a result, a
decision making solution for the use of ML technologies
by incorporating users’ cognition states would improve both
impact of ML technologies and users’ motivation for the use
of ML technologies.

Therefore, we strongly argue that the revealing of human
cognition states with a multimodal interface during data
analytics-driven decision making could provide a rich view
for both ML researchers and domain experts to learn the
effectiveness of ML-based intelligent systems. On the one
hand, human cognition states could help understand in what
degree users accept innovative technologies. On the other
hand, through understanding human cognition states during
data analytics-driven decision making, ML-based decision
attributes and even ML models can be adaptively refined
in order to make ML understandable and useable by users.
The currentML-based data analytics-driven decisionmaking
systems do not take the human cognition states into consid-
eration, which greatly affects the impact of ML technologies
in real-world applications.

This paper demonstrates the link between human cogni-
tion states and ML technologies with a multimodal interface
during data analytics-driven decision making. Human cogni-
tion state is integrated into the data analytics-driven decision
making process. In this paper, a framework of informed
decision making is proposed to demonstrate how human’s

behaviour and physiological signals are used to reveal
human cognition states in data analytics-driven decision
making. The framework aims to combine the best tech-
niques from cognitive science, HCI, and machine learning
to build powerful general-purpose tools and guidelines for
data analytics-driven decision making. It helps make ML
technologies more acceptable and understandable by domain
users. The research is named as Transparent Machine Learn-
ing (TML) in our context. TML aims to translate ML into
impacts by allowing domain users understand ML-based
data-driven inferences to make trustworthy decisions con-
fidently based on ML results, and letting ML accessible by
domain userswithout requiring training in complexMLalgo-
rithms and mathematical concepts [1,8]. This paper focuses
on the revealing of human cognition states in data analytics-
driven decisionmaking from two perspectives: physiological
perspective and behavioural perspective.

In summary, the overall objectives of this study include:

• Demonstrate the link betweenhumancognition states and
ML research with physiological and behavioural signals
in data analytics-driven decision making scenarios;

• Propose a framework of informed decision making to
reveal human cognition states in data analytics-driven
decision making towards addressing the link between
human and ML technologies;

• Identify relevant challenges to human cognition states
revealing and identify key research directions in human
cognition states revealing in data analytics-driven deci-
sion making.

2 Physiological signals and human cognition

Extensive research has found the physiological and
behavioural correlations to human cognitive states. This sec-
tion reviews physiological indicators for human cognition
such as cognitive load, trust, as well as confidence in deci-
sion making.

2.1 Physiological indicators and cognitive load

Moll et al. [9] reviewed evidence on brain regions identified
during functional imaging of cognition activities irrespective
of task constraints. It was demonstrated that the investigation
of mechanisms of cognition–emotion interaction and of the
neural bases is critical for understanding of the human cog-
nition. van Gog et al. [10] used an interdisciplinary approach
combining evolutionary biological theory and neuroscience
within a cognitive load theory framework [11] to explain
human’s behaviour during observational learning. Human
neurophysiological signals are also used tomeasure cognitive
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load, e.g. heart rate and heart rate variability, brain activity
(e.g. changes in oxygenation and blood volume, electroen-
cephalography (EEG)), galvanic skin response (GSR), and
eyes [12].

Despite the wealthy investigation of cognitive load with
the use of neurophysiological signals, little work is done on
how ML results or ML models affect cognitive load dur-
ingdata analytics-drivendecisionmaking. Such investigation
would help understand inherent cognitive load factors caused
by ML in order to design cognitively effective ML models
and intelligent systems.

2.2 Physiological indicators and trust

Trust is a critical social process that helps people to coop-
erate with others or systems and is included almost in all
human–human and human–machine interactions. Krueger et
al. [13] investigated neural responses for trust activities with
hyperfunctional magnetic resonance imaging. The results
showed that the brain paracingulate cortex (dmPFC) is crit-
ically involved in building a trust relationship by inferring
another person’s intentions to predict subsequent behaviour.
Aimone et al. [14] investigated the neural signature of trust.
The results showed that the anterior insula modulates trust-
ing decisions that involve the possibility of betrayal. Hahn et
al. [15] showed that a person’s initial level of trust is deter-
mined by brain electrical activity acquired with EEG.

All these works motivate us to investigate human cogni-
tion during data analytics-driven decision making in order
to understand how ML results and ML models affect human
cognition.

2.3 Physiological indicators and decision making

Heekeren et al. [16] reviewed findings from human neu-
roimaging studies in conjunction with data analysis methods
that can directly link decision making and signals in the
human brain. Smith et al. [17] used fMRI to investigate the
neural substrates of moral cognition in health resource allo-
cation decision making. White et al. [18] investigated the
neurophysiological correlates of confidence and uncertainty
by means of fMRI. Much work has also been done on using
physiological responses such as pupil dilation and skin con-
ductance to understand human’s decision making process.
For example, a recent investigation [19] shows that the pupil
dilation increases over the course of the decision making.
Pupil dilation and GSR are also used to index confidence
and decision quality in decision making [3].

Because of the neuralphysiological correlation to decision
making, it is possible that certain choices in decision making
can be predicted/manipulated by monitoring/manipulating
specific neurons [20]. These observations motivate us to
investigate the effect of ML results andMLmodels on users’

confidence by examining users’ cognition states. Such study
would help improve decision efficiency in data analytics-
driven decision making.

3 Human behaviour

This section highlights the connection between human
behaviour and human cognition states in order to initiate
the indication of human cognition changes in data analytics-
driven decision making.

3.1 Behaviour and cognitive load

In cognitive load research, response-based behavioural fea-
tures are defined as those that can be extracted from any user
activity that is predominantly related to deliberate/voluntary
task completion, for example, eye-gaze tracking, mouse
clicking, digital pen input, gesture input or any other kind
of interactive input used to issue system commands. For
instance, Gütl et al. [21] used eye tracking to observe sub-
jects’ learning activities in real-time by monitoring their eye
movements for adaptive learning purposes. Others have used
mouse clicking and keyboard key-pressing behavior to make
inferences about their emotional state and adapt the system’s
response accordingly [22]. It was also found that dialogue
behaviour can be used to index cognitive load and the higher
level features, such as linguistic and grammatical features,
may also be extracted from user’s spoken language for pat-
terns that may be indicative of cognitive load [23].

3.2 Behaviour and trust

There are different types of behaviours that people can show
when they interact with others to complete a particular task,
for instance, they can cooperate or they can compete. The
behaviours of cooperative and competitive individuals have
a significant impact on the degree of trust which exists with
their partner [7]. In addition, features of mouse movement
behaviour such as movement distance, slope, and movement
count also show different patterns under different trust con-
ditions during a task [24]. Research also suggested that eye
movements such as duration, sequence, and frequency of fix-
ations can be used as indicators of trust [25].

3.3 Behaviour and decision making

Much work has been done on using behavioural informa-
tion such as eye movement to understand human’s decision
making process [26]. Fiedler and Glockner [27] utilized eye-
tracking to analyze dynamics of decision making in risk
conditions. It shows that attention to an outcome of a gamble
increases with its probability and its value and that atten-
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tion shifts toward the subsequently favored gamble after
two thirds of the decision process, indicating a gaze-cascade
effect.

Since human behaviour can reflect human’s cognition
states, it is useful to investigate how ML results and ML
models affect human behaviour and so forth human cogni-
tion states in order to make ML more acceptable by users in
data analytics-driven decision making.

4 Informed decision making

As reviewed in the previous sections, human trust, cognitive
load as well as decision making closely correlate to physi-
ological and behavioural signals. However, little research is
found to investigate the effects of ML results or ML models
on human cognition states inML-based data analytics-driven
decision making. Human cognition states such as trust, cog-
nitive load, and confidence play indispensable roles for
effective data analytics-driven decision making. This section
proposesDecisionMind as a framework of informed decision
making to incorporate human cognition states into the data
analytics-driven decision making scenario.

4.1 DecisionMind

Figure 1 shows the loop of data analytics-driven decision
making with the consideration of human cognition states in
the loop. As shown in Fig. 1, when an ML-based intelligent
system is used for decision making, a user usually has a men-
tal model on decisions firstly. The user then makes decisions
based on different cues including his mental model. At the
same time, human cognition during decision making is eval-

Fig. 1 The loop of data analytics-driven decision making with human
factors

Fig. 2 Framework of informed decision making—DecisionMind

uated and is used as feedback in order to refine the decision
making.

Based on this decision loop, we present a framework of
informed decision making—DecisionMind (see Fig. 2). In
this framework, when a user makes decisions with an ML
model-based intelligent system, signals related to human
cognition states are recorded at the same time with different
modalities. Human cognition states during decision making
are then derived from the recorded signals.Mentalmodel dur-
ing decision making is also analysed to find how it matches
the final decisions. If the user’s cognition (e.g. cognitive load,
trust, confidence) is not in an acceptable state and the user is
not satisfied with the decision quality, a feedback is sent back
to the decision system to refine decision attributes and even
MLmodels and a newdecision process is started until the user
satisfiedwith the decision performancewith appropriate cog-
nition states. During this informed decision making process,
user’s cognition is tracked and revealed explicitly to help
the user refine decisions. DecisionMind therefore evaluates
human cognition and allows human cognition quantitatively
visible during data analytics-driven decision making. Imag-
ine that a user perceives his cognition states during decision
making, and further imagine that the decision attributes and
even ML models could adaptively refined based on the esti-
mated cognition states.

5 Case study

This section presents a case study of user confidence in data
analytics-driven decision making to demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of the proposed framework. An experiment is set up
and physiological signals of GSR and Blood Volume Pulse
(BVP) are collected to analyze human cognition states during
data analytics-driven decision making.
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5.1 Experiment

Water pipe failure prediction was used as a case study for
this research [28]. Water supply networks constitute one of
the most crucial and valuable urban assets. Identifying an
accurate predictive measure for imminent failure of water
pipes would allow utility companies to prioritize preven-
tive repairs that would cost significantly less than full-scale
failures. Thus, utility companies use outcomes from failure
predictionmodels, tomake renewal plans based on risk levels
of pipes and also reasonable budget plans for pipe mainte-
nance.

Water pipe failure prediction uses historical pipe failure
data to predict future failure rate [28]. The data contain failure
records of water pipes, and various attributes of water pipes,
such as laid year, length, diameter size, surrounding soil type,
etc. In this study, predictive models are simulated and they
are based on different pipe features (e.g. size or laid year)
with the reference of Hierarchical Beta Process (HBP) used
in water pipe failure prediction [28]. The model performance
curve was presented to let the participants evaluate different
models. The model performance is the functional relation-
ship between proportion of the network inspected and the
proportion of pipe failures detected. Figure 3 shows the per-
formances of two models. For example, in Fig. 3a, the model
based on the feature “Size” has better performance than the
one based on the feature “Laid Year”, because the formal one
detects more failures than the latter for a given pipe length.
The uncertainty ofmodel performance is displayed as shaded
area (see Fig. 3b and c) over the thin prediction line with-
out uncertainty for each model (Fig. 3a). Here “uncertainty”
refers to an interval withinwhich the true value of ameasured
quantity would lie with a given probability. This experiment
is set up to determine what criteria of choice are in favor of a
model, and what parameters such as uncertainty conditions
influence the user confidence during the decision process.

Three groups of tasks with no uncertainty presentation
(Control task), overlapping uncertainty (OLUT task) and
non-overlapping uncertainty (Non-OLUT task) were con-
ducted by participants during the experiment. The order of
tasks were randomized. The nature of task was on-screen
budget estimation with expected variation to be noted as
upper and lower limits.

26 participants were recruited with the range of ages from
twenties to forties and an average age of 30 years. Of all par-
ticipants, 9 were females. Educational qualifications were
largely postgraduate (13 PhD, 6 Masters, 4 Bachelors, 3
other).

GSR and BVP (Blood Volume Pulse) devices from Pro-
Comp Infiniti of Thought Technology Ltd were used to
collect skin conductance responses and BVP signals of sub-
jects respectively.BVPmeasures the bloodvolume in the skin
capillary bed in the fingerwith photoplethysmography (PPG)

Fig. 3 Performance of predictivemodels: awithout uncertainty,bwith
overlapping uncertainty, c with non-overlapping uncertainty

in BVP sensors [29], reflects the emotional state of humans.
BVP is often used as an indicator of affective processes and
emotional arousal. GSR and BVP sensors were attached to
subjects’ left hand fingers. Besides, after each decision mak-
ing task, participants were asked to rate the confidence level
of the decisions they made using a 9-point Likert scale (1:
least confident, and 9: most confident). All participants were
right-handed. Different tasks were presented on a 21-in. Dell
monitor with a screen resolution of 1024 by 768 pixels.

This section analyzes twomodalities of GSR and BVP for
user confidence in data analytics-driven decision making.

5.2 Subjective ratings of user confidence

Figure 4 shows average subjective ratings of participants’
confidence in decision making tasks under different condi-
tions. A Friedman test showed that there was a statistically
significant difference among the three tasks in confidence
levels, χ2 (2) = 13.481, p < .001. The post-hoc Wilcoxon
tests with a Bonferroni correction applied resulting in a new
significance level set at p < .017 (0.05/3 = 0.017 because
we have three conditions/tasks) was then applied to find pair-
wise differences between tasks.

It was found that users were significantly more confident
inNon-OLUT task than inOLUT task (Z = 79.0, p < .001).
The result suggests that when uncertainty was presented to
users, non-overlapping uncertainty made users more confi-
dent in decision making than overlapping uncertainty as we
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Fig. 4 Average subjective ratings of participants’ confidence in deci-
sion making in uncertainty-based tasks

expected. However, we did not find significant differences
between Control task and OLUT task or between Control
task and Non-OLUT task as we expected.

5.3 GSR for user confidence

In this section, GSR responses from subjects are analyzed.
Figure 5 shows an example of GSR signals of a participant in
one task session. Various features are firstly extracted from
GSR signals. GSR features are then used to classify con-
fidence levels in order to show the potential of using GSR
in indexing user confidence in decision making. The GSR
data analysis is divided into following steps: (1) data calibra-
tion, (2) signal smoothing, (3) extrema detection, (4) feature
encoding, (5) feature significance test, (6) confidence level
classification.

5.3.1 GSR features

This subsection shows the steps to extract and encode GSR
features in this study. The 6-s GSR values before the task
start time are used to calibrate GSR during the task time
in order to compensate the differences between tasks of a
subject. A Hann window function [30] is then convoluted to
GSR signals to remove noises. The smoothed signal is also
normalized using Z-Normalization to omit subjective differ-
ences between various signals before the feature extraction.

Both statistical features and extrema-based features [31]
are extracted and analysed. These features include (see
Fig. 5):

– Mean of GSR (summation of GSR values over task time
divided by task time) μG ;

– Variance of GSR σG ;

Fig. 5 Extremas and extrema features of GSR

– Number of responses S f , which is the number of peaks
in a GSR signal;

– Sum of duration Sd = ∑
Sdi ;

– Sum of magnitude Sm = ∑
Smi ;

– Sum of estimated area Sa = ∑
Sai .

S f , Sd , Sm , and Sa are features of theGSRorienting response
[31]. The definition of magnitude Smi and duration Sdi are
defined as shown in Fig. 5. The area of response is estimated
by Sai = 1

2 Smi Sdi .

5.3.2 GSR feature significance test

In this subsection, one-wayANOVA testswith post-hoc anal-
ysis using t-tests were performed to evaluate confidence
discrimination of features among different tasks.

An ANOVA test found that features of Sd (F(2, 39) =
3.817, p = .029), Sm (F(2, 39) = 3.539, p = .036), and
Sa (F(2, 39) = 4.52, p = .016) showed statistically signif-
icant differences among three tasks (two uncertainty-based
tasks plus control task). Post-hoc analysis with t-tests were
then conducted with a Bonferroni correction (significance
level set at p < .017 as discussed in the previous section)
for all pairwise differences of significant features. Therewere
no significant differences found between tasks. Furthermore,
we used a readjusted significance alpha level of 0.025 (0.05/2
by considering actual two conditions of with/without uncer-
tainty revealing) to see if we can find any other pair-wise
differences that we expected. Using this new alpha level, the
results showed that OLUT task had significantly higher Sd
than both Control task (t = 2.353, p = .024) and Non-
OLUT task (t = 2.396, p = .022).

The results suggest that overlapping uncertaintymade fea-
tures such as Sd values increased significantly. Therefore, less
confidence level tasks made GSR feature Sd values signifi-
cantly higher. These findings suggest that GSR features can
be used to index user confidence in decision making tasks.
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Fig. 6 An example of the BVP signal and the features of the signal

5.4 BVP for user confidence

5.4.1 Analysis of BVP signals

AtypicalBVP signal collected during the experiment is given
in Fig. 6. Three beat intervals are displayed in this figure:
the intermediary maxima are referred to dicrotic notches.
As a periodical signal, BVP is associated to three frequency
bands: Very Low Frequency (VLF) (0.00–0.04 Hz), Low
Frequency (LF) (0.05–0.15 Hz), and High Frequency (HF)
(0.16–0.40 Hz). The time length of BVP signal in this study,
i.e. the task time length, is too short (< 5 min) to consider
VLFactivity.On the other hand, LFband reflects sympathetic
activity and HF band is related to parasympathetic activity
[32]. Kristal-Boneh et al. [33] showed that when experi-
encing mental stress, the sympathetic activity of the heart
increases whereas the parasympathetic activity decreases.
Therefore the ratio of LF/HF in power can be used as stress
indicator. It is the ratio of the signal power in LF band over
the signal power in HF band.

The feature extraction process of BVP signals is divided
into the following steps: (1) signal normalization, (2) signal
smoothing, (3) extrema detection, and (4) feature encoding.

We observed that BVP was highly subjective, and it dif-
fers from person to person. Therefore, BVP signals are
normalized using Z-Normalization to compensate subjective
differences betweenvarious signals before the extremadetec-
tion:

SN = S − μ

σ
(1)

where μ and σ are mean and variance of the BVP signal
respectively, S and SN are the original and normalized BVP
signals respectively.

The normalized signal SN is then smoothed with a Han-
ning window [30]. The window size, which behaves as
a cut off frequency, is chosen because of the maximal
admissible heart frequency in a normal situation, namely
200 beats/minute [34,35]. This filtering is efficient to remove

the dicrotic notches from the original signal, because they are
not part of stress reaction [29].

Extremum detection is then performed on the smoothed
signal (labeled as red star in Fig. 6). The extrema contained
in LF and HF frequency band width are marked with a red
star in Fig. 6. Because of noise, 396 out of 624 signals were
analyzed and more than 16,000 extrema data points were
obtained in this study.

Two types of BVP features were extracted in this study:

– Summary features summary features include: (1)mean of
BVP ( μbvp), (2) variance of BVP (σbvp), and (3) LF/HF
ratio (RLH ).

– Dynamic features dynamic features are defined with
extrema points as shown in Fig. 6. They are: (4) BVP
amplitude at each extrema point (Amax ), (5) normalized
time at each extrema point (Tmax ), which is the time
period at the extrema point divided by the task time
length, (6) delta time precedent ( �Tp), (7) delta time
following (�T f ), (8) delta amplitude precedent (�Ap),
and (9) delta amplitude following (�A f ).

5.4.2 BVP feature significance test

In this subsection, one-wayANOVA testswith post-hoc anal-
ysis using t-tests were performed to evaluate confidence
discrimination of features among different tasks.

AnANOVAtest found that features ofTmax (F(2, 2304) =
30.009, p < .000), Amax (F(2, 2304) = 4.530, p =
.011), �Tp (F(2, 2304) = 6.694, p = .001), and �T f

(F(2, 2304) = 7.574, p = .001) showed statistically signif-
icant differences among three tasks. Post-hoc analysis with
t-testswere then conductedwith aBonferroni correction (sig-
nificance level set at p < .017 as discussed in the previous
section) for all pairwise differences of significant features.
The post-hoc tests showed thatControl task took significantly
smaller Tmax than both Non-OLUT task (t = 4.980, p <

.000) and OLUT task (t = 7.954, p < .000) respectively.
It was also found that Control task took significantly larger
Amax than both Non-OLUT task (t = 2.721, p = .007) and
OLUT task (t = 2.550, p = .011) respectively. The post-hoc
tests found that OLUT task had significantly larger�Tp than
bothControl task (t = 2.897, p = .004) andNon-OLUT task
(t = 2.984, p = .003). It was found that OLUT task also had
significantly larger �T f than both Control task (t = 2.728,
p = .006) and Non-OLUT task (t = 3.472, p = .001).

These results suggest that overlapping uncertainty made
BVP delta time features such as �Tp and �T f values
increased significantly. However, both overlapping uncer-
tainty and non-overlapping uncertainty made BVP max
features such as Tmax and Amax values decreased signifi-
cantly. As a result, BVP features show significant differences
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among tasks with different confidence levels, e.g. less confi-
dence level tasksmadeBVP features of�Tp and�T f values
significantly higher. Therefore, BVP features can be used as
indicators of user confidence levels in decisionmaking tasks.

6 Discussion

This section discusses challenges and obstacles of reveal-
ing human cognition states in data analytics-driven decision
making. The applications and future research directions are
derived based on these discussions.

6.1 Challenges

DecisionMind is an ambitious framework for making ML
transparent in real-world applications. The research chal-
lenges involved in DecisionMind mainly include:

• Fundamentals

• Fundamental theories on relations between cogni-
tive science and data analytics.
• Fundamental questions regarding associated fac-
tors (e.g. uncertainty)with data analytics anddecision
making.

• Protocol

• How to build a protocol that can capture a wide
range of physiological and behavioural information
during data analytics-driven decisionmaking and link
the capturing to human cognition states.
• How to implement the protocol at the client and
within the data analytics-driven decision making.

• Cognitive response

• How to evaluate human trust on ML models, ML
results and even decisions. With the evaluation, how
to improve human trust in data analytics-driven appli-
cations.
•HowML results andMLmodels affect human cog-
nitive load during decision making.

• Decision making

•Decisionmaking profile. How to define an effective
decision making profile based on data analytics.
•Decision quality. How decision quality can be eval-
uated in data analytics-driven decision making.

• Affecting factors

• Affecting factors and human cognition states. How
associated factors such as various uncertainty affect

user confidence, trust, and cognitive load in data
analytics-driven decision making.
• Presentation/visualization. Effective presentation/
visualization methods for data analytics results and
associated factors.

6.2 Obstacles

Let us imagine a researcher inML and HCI who is motivated
to tackle problemsof revealing human cognition states in data
analytics-driven decision making. What obstacles to success
a researcher may meet?

• Neuroscience Despite the conspicuous progress in neu-
roscience for understanding human’s neural activities,
there are still many unsolved questions on quantitative
evaluation of human cognition. This is one of major
obstacles in understanding human cognition in decision
making. Current research in neuroscience uses different
latest techniques such as imaging techniques (e.g. fMRI)
to understand differences in brain or other physiological
signals when conducting tasks. However, these are not
as precise as expected. There are still no concrete theo-
ries and evidence for evaluating human cognition states
quantitatively, and linking human cognition with deci-
sion making. These obstacles could not always be there,
butmore likely be understood preciselywith the advance-
ment of neurobiological and genome research with mod-
ern tools such as imaging or microscopic techniques.

• Risk With the advancement of computing techniques
and ML algorithms, ML-based intelligent systems are
becoming more stable, less prone to error. Despite the
improvement, human can still feel risky when making
decisions relying on machines because it raises new con-
cerns. For instance, how trustworthy of the prediction?
When an error from the system occurs, where can we
track back the error sources? How risky to take actions
based on decisions from the system? These concerns
are especially significant in modern complex high-risk
domains such as aviation, medicine, and finance. These
concerns must be addressed to increase the impact ofML
in the real-world.

• ComplexityDespite the proliferation of neuroscience and
ML algorithms, these fields themselves have not yet
matured enough for domain users to apply those tech-
niques to their own problems with few efforts. This is
because of the complexity of these fields. Firstly, it is
often difficult to understand cognitive neurobiological
information for domain users, let alone use them for
the evaluation of human cognition states. Furthermore,
high abstractMLalgorithms are “black-boxes” to domain
users and the associated complex parameter settings are
even nightmares for domain users. These complexities
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significantly affect the impact of data analytics-driven
decision making. Simplifying and maturing neurophysi-
ological results and ML algorithms can help relieve this
obstacle and permit wider uses of cognition revealing in
data analytics-driven decision making.

• Generalization Human trust, cognitive load, or confi-
dencemay be different in conducting a same task because
of users’ social background such as education, age, gen-
der, etc. and other factors. People from different domains
may also show differences of their attitude in conducting
a same task. Therefore, the generalization becomes one
obvious obstacle if data analytics-driven decisionmaking
with cognition states revealing is conducted by different
users from different domains.

6.3 Research directions

The goal of making ML transparent is to produce powerful
general-purpose tools and guideline for building human-
machine interfaces by revealing human cognition states in
data analytics-driven decision making. Such interfaces help
data analytics-based intelligent systems make high quality
decisions confidently. These include guidelines for interface
design, software implementations and various sensors aswell
as other hardware. The research directions include:

• Research into the paradigm of human decision making
process, including human and social factors as well as
the role of technology and information in data analytics-
driven decision making.

• Research of User Experiences that engender feelings of
trust, cognitive load, and confidence in data analytics-
driven decision making.

• Customer risk profile and uncertainty oriented decision
making support solution based on data analytics.

• Visualization approaches for data, ML process, decision
making, and associated factors (e.g. uncertainty).

6.4 Applications

Making ML transparent aims to build powerful general-
purpose tools and guidelines for ML-based data analytics-
driven decision making in order to increase impact of ML in
real-world applications. It has wide applications to serve the
purposes of intelligent, smart, effective, efficient, and high
quality decision making. The research outcomes can be used
by any potential users ofML technologies tomakeML easier
andmore acceptable for them toget donewhat theywant to do
confidently. The research outcomes can also help providers
of ML expertise to make a more efficient market place for
them to sell their capabilities.

The research outcomes could benefit impact of ML tech-
nologies from following perspectives:

• Human side It allows users learn their cognition states in
real-time during data analytics-driven decision making.
It helps users understand whether they really accept and
understand ML technologies physiologically from their
cognition perspectives.

• Environment side Users’ cognition does not cheat them
and allows them perceive risk factors implicitly. There-
fore, the revealing of human cognition states could
motivate users to use ML technologies more confidently
and make users more enjoy the use of ML technologies
in their decision making.

• Technical side It links human cognition with ML tech-
nologies explicitly. As a result, the acceptance and
understanding of ML technologies by users can be eval-
uated with human cognition which is more meaningful
both for domain users and ML experts.

• Education side The revealing of human cognition could
help developers of ML technologies learn in what degree
users understand ML technologies, which could also
motivate ML developers refine ML technologies in order
to make them more understandable.

7 Conclusions

Machine learning offers a large number of powerful ways
to approach problems that otherwise require manual solu-
tions. However, because of “black-box” of ML approaches
and complexities, users often feel uncertain and lack con-
fidence in decisions in ML-based intelligent systems and it
is very hard to see ML as a general solution for widespread
applications. This paper argued that the revealing of human
cognition states with a multimodal interface during data
analytics-driven decision making could help make ML tech-
nologiesmore acceptable by users and improve impact ofML
in real-world applications. Human cognition states can be
revealed through physiological and behavioural signals. The
paper also identified typical examples of impact challenges
and real obstacles in making ML useable and transparent.
Based on challenges and obstacles, the paper demonstrated
high-demand research directions and applications.
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